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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
John Rene Plaut has contributed to the dictionary with 11532 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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mariticidio
MARITICIDIO Action to kill your husband or boyfriend

marketiniana
MARKETINIANA relating to the marketing or marketing ( of a product ) 

marketiniano
MARKETING MARKETINIANO, marketing in English;  on the marketing of products and services

marketplace
MARKETPLACE anglilicism by place of marketing.  Online place of sale of oroducts. 

marmara
MARMARA (and not marmara) inland sea that joins the waters of the Black Sea and the Aegean Sea.  In the old years it
was called Mar Menor.  It bathes the shores of Istanbul and other Turkish cities. 

marmolero marmolera
MARMOLERO , A person who works marble

marranadas
MARRANADAS pl .  of MARRANADA, muddy, attitude or action of the pigs.  Making a mistake, cochinada, indecency,
guarrada

marrocotudo
MARROCOTUDO in Chile : Error by MORROCOTUDO : large and complicated .  Huge, tremendous .  Extensive literary
work, boring and with little grace.  In Argertina, Bolivia and Uruguay: burly, corpulent

marrullerías
MARULLERIAS plural of MARULLERY, chanchullo, trap, deception

martajera
MARTAJERA in Mexico : mortar, chorote or clay pot where grains and other food are ground.  See CHIRMOLERA

martelinar
MARTELINAR cover a wall with martelin, a textured coating

martillista
MARTILLISTA athlete who performs the hammer throwing test

martirizarse
MARTYR 1 .  Sacrifice a lot.  Self-flagellate .   2 .  Suffer from some misfortune or agonizing fact



marulo
MARULO in Argentina : brain

marulos
MARULOS pl .  by MARULO

marycielo
MARYCIELO 1 .  Contraction of the words MAR Y CIELO .  2 .  Spelling error of the female proper name Maricielo,
whose meaning is that it can control the sea and the sky. 

mas fino
MORE FINO More accurate, with more precision.  More gently.  Sharpest : It has a very fine ear.  Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions may be more accurate, more accurate, more detailed

mascular letra
MASCULAR LETTER error by MASCULLAR LETTER

mascular letra
MASCULAR LETTER error by MASCULLAR LETTER

masculinicidio
MASCULINICIO In contrast to FEMINICIDIO, it is the murder of a man by his partner, wife, lover, co-operation or
ex-partner

mascullón
MASCULLON person who complains and claims a lot. 

masover masovera
MASOVER , MASOVERO in Spain : person occupying the farmhouses or macies, farm houses, in Teruel 2 .  In
Caraluña : person who grows the mace of another in exchange for a salary or part of the fruits. 

massismo
Italian MASSIMO max, used both as a noun or adjective as its own name. 

mastectomizar
MASTECTOMIZE amputate one or both breasts. 

master of wine
MASTER OF WINE qualification given by the Institute of Masters of Wine in the United Kingdom to the largest
connoisseurs of the wine industry. 

master plan
MASTER PLAN English source expression for a master plan or larger plan of execution of a project . 



masterizar
MASTERING anglilicism by MASTER, master; generate the prototype disc from which the thousands of copies will be
played. 

masturbador femenino
FEMALE MASTURBATOR sex toy to excite the clitoris and vagina.  Wireless device to provoke orgasm based on
vibration. at high frequency.  There are models. suctioners of the .  clitoris, double penetration models, simulator models
of a penis and others.  Some have a diversity of speeds and modes of vibrating. 

match point
MATCH POINT match point or match .  In tennis, the point that a player needs to win to keep the match. 

match virtual
MATCH VIRTUAL party or challenge via social networks. 

matematisista
MATEMATISISTA person who translates everything to numbers . 

materia compuesta
COMPOSITE MATERIAL 1 .   As opposed to simple matter, it refers to a complex matter.  Here composite is a
qualifying adjective of matter 2.  Matter that is constituted by ( something ) .  Here composite is a verbal form.

materia fecal
FECAL MATERIAL Wastes that animals evict as a product of food digestion .  Intestinal excrement.

materiales
PLURAL MATERIALS of material Element that is required to assemble or build something, or form a new element.   .

matificante
MATIFICANT that slightly degrades the color making it less bright (more matte or opaque).  2 .  that takes away the
importance of things. 

matikomp
MATIKOMP anti-inflammatory and healing ointment for external use .  It is prescribed in cases of dedermatitis, fissures
and nipple cracks in lactation stages, such as in bruises and wounds, and lesions caused by fistula secretions and
fissures. 

matomela
MATÓMELA (and not matomela ) pronominal form of Kill third singular person, indefinite mode : I killed her (a sing that
sang at dawn)

matonaje
MATONAGE Action and effect of using brute force on weaker or helpless people. 



matómela
MATÓMELA Reflective form of the verb MATAR , indefinite pretede , third singular person .  It's equivalent to saying
(EL) I MATÓ

matre
MATRE 1 .  Woman who has given birth, in relation to her children 2 .  Female animals in similar condition 3 .  Secluded
place, mountains: In Argentina, Uruguay and Bolivia, a matrero is a person or animal that moves away to flee or isolate
itself.  4 Mattress: in German mattress is Matratze, from the Dutch Matras.  In English it is called mattress, so that it can
be, with great probability, part of the 'Spanglish'. 

matricería
MATRICERY technique of the production of moulds or dies for the serial production of articles or printed in the case of
typography or screen printing.  2 .  Set of matrices for product development .

matricicidio
MATRICIDIO of mother mother, caedere kill, cut, and suffix -io act of murder of the mother by her son or daughter

matyox
MATYOX In Guatemala : The right word is MALTYOX Thank you in Quiche language

mauka
MAUKA male yaqui name meaning sunset

mauvroudis
Mavroudis extravirgen monovarietal olive oil made in Greece by Afoi SE Mavroudi OE.  It is extracted from the Lianelia
olive variety exclusively. 

mavroudi
MAVROUDI producer of mavroudis , one of the best olive oils in the world Some synonyms , words or similar
expressions can be afoi se mavroudi oe

maxi-pendiente
MAXI-PENDING large hoops or earrings.  2 .  Maxi Brand Earrings

maxiaccesorio
MAXIACCESORIO fashion, in contraposition to miniaccessories, where hoops, necklaces, bracelets and wallets are
large or heavily recharged. 

maxicinturón
MAXICINTURON seat belt for children brand MAXICOSI

maxisuela
MAXISUELA perforated rubber sole, with maxiorifices, high strength. 



mayera
MAYERA spelling error by MALLERA 1 .  Person who makes tights.  2 .  Mold to make meshes.  3 .  Error by MAYA,
person of the Mayan ethnic group or something related to that ethnicity. 

mántrico
A MANtras, which has characteristics typical of mantras.  Mantra has Sanskrit origin and means thought the mantras are
words (om), sacred phrases or sentences that are uttered during meditation and invocation to the gods, both in
Hinduism and in Buddhism.

más o menos
MORE OR LESS moderately true, 2 .  Neither good nor bad, sweet and agraz 3 .  Of regular quality: This dessert is
more or less, it lacks sugar. 

máximo es edrujula
MAXIMUM IS EDUJULA spelling error by (the word) MAXIMUM IS COMPASS, i.e. it bears accent on the penultimate
syllable . 

máximos
MAXIMUM refers to the highest values of a variable. 

mázcara
MAZCARA spelling error by MASK

mbaracaju
MBARACAJU in Paragusy : district of Alto Paraná department; formerly known as Gleba 4

mbaracayú
MBARACAY- 1. MBARACAY Forest Nature Reserve, located in the canindeyú department, about 315 kms. 
Assumption.  2 .   Mbaracayú , Paraguay district of Alto Paraná Department;3 .  Sierra de Maracayú, Brazilian mountain
range called by the Guarani Sierra de Mbaracayú;4 .  Mbaracayú Refuge , binational biological reserve of Brazil and
Paraguay;

mc
4 .  mc inside a message on social media can refer to a vulgarism, as being, I shit! You me up! or similar interjections.

mcxenofóbica
MCXENOPHOBIC see XEBOFÓBICO

mcxenofóbico
MCXENOPHOBIC Typographical Error by XENOPHOBICO, which has irrational hatred or fear of foreigners

mdd
MDD football position corresponding to the right defensive medium, as opposed to the MDI, the left defensive medium 2.
 Date representation format, which grants only one position for the month and two for the day (rare), such as aammdd



for year, month, and day. 

mdma
MDMA empathic drug known as ecstasy that belongs to the family of substituted amphetamines. 

me cubrió
ME CUBRI FIRST singular person , preterite indefinite , reflective form of the verb cover ( met me ) 1 .  Receive
coverage, protection for dangerous travel 2 .  Be sexually penetrated (rare, because it is used in animals) 

me da lo mismo
I GIVE THE SAME adverbial locution denoting indifference, selflessness.  Not affected in any way.  Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions may be equal to me, I don't care, I'm indifferent

me entró por los ojos
I ENTERED THROUGH THE verbal adverb eyes indicating that something likes by the way it has been seen.

me importa un comino
I IMPORT A COMINO import a bledo, an expression to refer to that ( something ) does not interest you in the least,
figuratively alluding to the insignificant value that these edible herbs once had.  It is also used to import a pucho, cheap
cigarette

me la banco
I THE BANK ( me ) it, I can hold.  I can take it.

me pica el bagre
ME PICA EL CATFISH colloquially, originally used by inmates, means I'm hungry

me pinta
ME PAINT Expression that means I find, it seems to me, it gives me the feeling, I see it as.  Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions may be to me, I tinca

me preocupa
I WORRY I am afraid (for something) To be with the mind, but not with the action in front of a situation : I am concerned
about the health of patients with coronavirus .  90% of those over the age of 80 will die.  .  Figuratively, it can be an
IRONY claiming, for example, insanity, madness of the referred person.   -Piñera lost US$100 million in her first
government's blind trust.  - Yes, I worry about the poor.  Shall we collect him?

me que de en blanco
me that from blank It's misspelled.  See I went blank

me quedé en blanco
I STAY BLANK Expression indicating that in the face of a stressful situation the person was left with a blocked mind,
unable to give an adequate response to the situation.  Temporary memory loss generated by a stressful situation or
severe pathology.



me quedo
I STAY expression uses in gambling with cards in which money is wagered on each pass.  Players can go to the send,
in which case they say I'm going! , or they can pass or stay. 

me tiene sin cuidado
ME CARELESS Not to worry (one), not to care Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be quiet not to care,
not to worry

meal token
MEAL TOKEN anglilicism by food chip; first cryptocurrency for the franchising market

mecagüendios
MECAGENDIOS artificial and two-way name that camouflages the expression I shit on God.  Sometimes you type, for
example, Mecaguén took a leap.  .  . o Mecagueendi told you.  .  . 

mecatronica
MECATRONICA spelling error by MECATRÓNICA

mecatrónica
MECATRÓNICA science or engineering dedicated to the integrated design of electrical systems, with the combined
support of electronics, robotics, cybernetica, telecommunications and computing

mecatrónico
MECHATRONICS Concerning MECHATRONICS

mecánica cuántica
QUANTUM MECHANICAL part of the physics that studies phenomena at the molecular, atomic and subatomic level.  All
forms of energy emit it discreetly or units called quantum or quants, from which the name derives.  The principles are
different from those of classical or Newtonian mechanics, as this is probabilistic since it cannot, according to
Schrordinger's principle, ensure that a particle is positioned at a given time, but only point to a degree of probability. 
That is, the future behavior of a particle system can be expressed only as a wave function that analytically predicts a
probability, never a certainty, of an event. 

mechacorta
MECHACORTA person of bad character, allegory to a cartridge of dynamite that has the wick short and explodes
quickly after turning it on. 

mechada
MECHADA which has wicks introduced : nechada meat . 

mechero
MECHERO In Chile : 1 .  Shop thief, who is dedicated to ant theft.  It comes from MECHAR Intrroducing slices of bacon
in the meat to be breaded; what we call CARNE MECHADA in Chile.  The fact that thieves put clothes inside their own,
they are called lighters2.  Laboratory burner, with which prepared preparations are heated in specimens.  3 .  Cumshot
gas flames from an oven, which are lit by lighting a wick or pilot, medianfe a match, piezoelectric lighter or electrically. 



In Spain : Pocket lighter .

mechilarga
MECHILARGA Long-haired

mechurrio
MECHURRIO in Chile and Venezuela : is a wick or burner of waste gases derived from the refining of oil, usually
butane. 

mecos
MECOS in Mexico : ú .  in pl .  semen , milk , sperm 2 in Uruguay : colloquial , teeth : dropped all the mecos

med
MED short for medicine

media carilla
HALF VENEER half of a page letter size ( 28x21 ) or trade ( 33x21 ) . Synonyms of half cheek are written page

media carrilla
HALF CHEEK half of a page size letter ( 28x21 ) or trade ( 33x21 ) . 

media crew
MEDIA CREW of English media, media (communication) and crew, crew on board.  Media crew is therefore the staff of
a company dedicated to communications.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be team 40, human 41,
communications, communications professionals

mediacrew
MEDIACREW derived from average English, media and crew, crew.  Written all together is the name of a German
advertising company, mediacrew group gmbH dedicated to positioning companies in the market.   See media crew for
another meaning.

mediadores
MEDIATOR plural MEDIATOR, person who intermediates, who puts his effort into reaching agreements between the
warring parties, in opposition or disagreement. 

mediambiental
MEDIAMBIENTAL spelling error by ENVIRONMENTAL , relative to or belonging to the environment

mediano-largo plazo
MEDIUM-LONG TERM Plans, of all kinds, are made with goals at three time borders: short term, medium term and long
term.  Normally the short term reaches up to 3-6 months and sometimes, in very long projects, up to 1 year.  The
medium term usually goes from 6 months to 3 years.  The long term goes from 3 years onwards.  Medium-long term is
synonymous with MEDIUM AND LONG TERM



mediante la ley
BY LAW using the force of the State, taking legal, jewish or police actions Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be through the use of the law, with the public force

mediativo
MEDIATIVE derived from MEDIAR Media , which causes a fact or circumstance.  That exists between two or more
people or things.  Montserrat stuck his eyes on the road, as if he wanted to shorten the distance between Quillota and
Viña del Mar. Occur between two moments.  This term does not exist in the SAR as MEDIO simply is sufficient.

mediático-financiera
MEDIA-FINANCIAL , A relating to media and finance together. 

mediático-financiero
MEDIA-FUNANCIERO error by MEDIÁTICOFINANCIERO, rare attribute of being mediatic, that influences the networks
or the mass media and of being financial, that reqliza investments. 

medicina cuantica
QUANTUM MEDICINE spelling error by QUANTUM MEDICINE

medicina cuántica
QUANTUM MEDICINE treatments based on the syntonia of the body with the energy of the universe.  It is assumed that
each is somehow linked to this energy.  For me pure charlatanry, which tries to give a glimpse of science to esoteric
theories. 

medicina molecular
MOLECULAR MEDICINE research on how certain genes, molecules and cellular functions are altered to generate
diseases such as cancer. 

mediciones
MEASUREMENT 1 . As an object is taken in terms of its length, width, height, area, volume, intensity, frequency,
luminosity or other characteristic inherent to it. 2 .  Posting to determine membership or preferences

medida cautelar
CAUTELAR MEASURE decision made by the judge with a view to preventing the accused from fleeing before being
prosecuted or the defendant's assets disappear before any conviction requiring compensation for damages caused. 

medida disciplinaria
DEISCIPLINARY MEASURE Sanction, punishment for a lack of rules, taken by a competent authority, outside of trials in
courts of justice.  However, it should be noted that they may take internal disciplinary action against the officials of those
distributions, for breach of their duties.

medidas de dispersión y posición
DISPERSION MEASURES In Statistics Are the measurements of mean, variance, fashion, standard deviation of a
statistical analysis of a group of data.  They can be absolute, as is normally the case when expressed with quantified
data for each state or in relative terms, referring to the amount of distance from fashion, or unit modules of deviation (



Xm, Xm sigma, Xm 2 sigma , Xm-sigma , Xm-2sigma, etc.) being Xm the point of the abscissa with the most frequent
and highest value of the bell. POSITION MEASURES View POSITION MEASURES

medidas de posición
POSITION MEASURES In Statistics Measures divide a dataset into groups with the same number of individuals.  These
groups can be sorted from lowest to highest (or, usually, vice versa).  Thus are constituted 5 quintiles or ten deciiles or
four quartiles, or percentiles of the population.

medidor inteligente
SMART MEASURE (third time I define it) is a device that measures the consumption of electrical energy, drinking water
or gas in a way a.  More accurate b.  with information for the user such as optimizing consumption c .  For the distributor,
it eliminates visual inspection and status take d .  It allows cutting and replenishing supply instantly and remotely.  and
that allows the electronic generation of databases for multiple applications. 

medioambientalista
ENVIRONMENTALIST 1 .  Relative or belonging to the environment 2 .  person dedicated to the environmental issue 3. 
Supporter of doctrine or projects that help care for the environment

mediotiempo
Intermediate MEDIUM between the first and second half of a football match. 

mediotolerante
Environmentally tolerant MEDIATOLERANT

mediquece
MEDIQUECE See MEDIQUESE .

mediquese
MEDIQUESE ( and do not meditate ) reflexive form , second singular person of the imperative mode of the verb mer. 
Take ( the ) medicines

medir el aceite
MEASURE OIL Comes from the technique of measuring the oil level of an internal combustion engine by means of a rod
that is repeatedly removed and put in. 2 .  Colloquially, Fornicar, culear.  3 .  In Bolivia means stabbing, killing a person,
burying a knife or knife.

medíquese
MEDIQUESE reflexive form of the second singular person in the imperative way of the verb MEG .  Ingest medicines . 
Self-ecece.

meeting
MEETING anglilicism by MEETING

mega obra



MEGA WORK grammatical error by MEGAOBRA , task of colossal size

mega-archi-conocida
MEGA-ARCHI-KNOWN, A superlative known, taken to one end.  Mega is a prefix that means a million, and archi is
synonymous with super, so mega magnifies a million times to what is already archi

mega-ratón
MEGA-MOUSE error by MEGARRATÓN, mouse of much larger size than normal

mega-ratón
MEGA-MOUSE error by MEGARRATÓN, mouse of much larger size than normal

megaarchivo
MEGAARCHIVO file larger than normal

megabanda
MEGABANDA band made up of a large number of musicians. 

megabólido
Mega MEGAB-LIDO, huge and cary, vehicle or space matter traveling at high speed.  A megabolid is a large car, such
as a large asteroid or meteorite

megacanje
MEGA-SWAP change from one thing to another at a very important level, of great volunen

megacausa
MEGACAUSA trial of great proportions carried in the courts

megaclásico
MEGACLASSIC in Honduras : monumental classic, classic among the classic.  Telenovelas with higher rating broadcast
online. 

megacolector
MEGACOLECTOR large proportion collector . 

megaconstelación
MEGACONSTELATION constellation of artificial satellites of a considerable amount greater than normal .  We're talking
about tens of thousands of satellites. 

megacorrupto
MEGACORRUPTO mega, large and corrupt, degraded person or system suffering from corruption 2.  Person or entity
that participates in a generalization of illegitimate and illegal actions to obtain personal benefits at the expense of the
institution. 



megadecreto
MEGADECRETO decree of great size or of great importance. 

megademócrata
Mega DEMOCRAT conspicuous supporter and defender of democracy

megadevaluación
MEGADEVALUATION Gigantic devaluation of a country's currency. 

megaendeudamiento
LARGE indebtedness MEGAENDEUDATION

megaestrella
MEGAESTRELLA Giant Star .  2 Mexican television children's and youth programs, Little Giants, Megastars of 2012

megaevento
MEGAEVENTO event of great proportions, which crosses the borders of the country, with great meaning and quite
visibility.   . 

megaéxito
MEGA-SUCCESS 1 .  resounding success, great triumph 2 .  Album, song or other production that becomes a hit. 

megafondo
MEGAFUND large fund, : can refer to a pot or a monetary fund (money pit) or financial institution (such as the IMF). 

megahelicóptero
MEGAHELICPTERO Large Helicopter . 

megaincendios
MEGA-FIRENS plural of MEGA-FIRE

megaintervención
MEGA-INTERVENTION large-scale action on a problematic situation

megajuicio
MEGAJUICIO judicial process of national or international relevance in which many people are formalized or there is a lot
of money involved. 

megalofobia
MEGALOPHOBIA terrorizes things exaggeratedly large compared to their normal size.  There is fear of what is usually
large, such as a skyscraper, an ocean liner or an airliner. 



megalogofobia
MEGALOGOFIBIA See MEGALOPHOBIA

megalomaníaca
MEGALOMANIAC f .  of MEGALOMANÍACO

megamambo
MEGAMAMBO Mambo dance done massively and individually

megaministerio
MEGAMINISTERIO ministry encompassing functions that are usually divided into several separate ministries.

meganegocio
MEGANEGOCIO large business, commercial operation much larger than usual

megaobra
MEGAOBRA large work, usually done in several stages. 

megaoperación
MEGAOPERATION , prefix that specifies large proportions; OPERATION can be used in two of its meanings: that of
medicine: surgery, and that of carrying out an action of mobilization of resources and people, as a military action. 

megaoperativo
MEGAOPERATIVE police operation or mimit in which to participate a very important number of officials and mobiles. 

megaparque
MEGAPARQUE large park . 

megapatriarca
MEGAPATRIARCA leading man par excellence, who stands out above other patriarchs. 

megapíxel
MEGAPIXEL View MEGAPIXEL

megaproducción
MEGAPRODUCTION big budget movie, great actors and long footage. 

megaproyecto inmobiliario
MEGAPROJECT REAL ESTATE investment and construction of an important set of real estate, whether homes,
commercial premises, hotels or a combination of them. 

megarratón



MEGARRATÓN rata of great size

megarrico
MEGARRICO person with huge amounts of money, which exceeds 99% of the population

megarrico megarrica
MEGARRICO MEGARRICA See MEGARRICO .  These entries are absurd in an interactive dictionary.  No one
interactively consults a noun or adjective for its masculine and feminine simultaneously.  Only garbage is added to the
dictionary. 

megasequía
MEGASEQUID sequís, lack of rain that lasts for several years. 

megatendencia
MEGATENDENCE direction and massive interest of large proportions, involving many people in the area

megaultra
MEGAULTRA term to magnify, equivalent to super.  Ultra means sumo, extremely and mega, million

megayate
MEGAYATE Yacht or massive-sized pleasure boat

megregal
MEGREGAL spelling error by MEDREGAL in Spain: name given in some regions to the PEZ DE LIMÓN

mejilon
MEJILON ortographic error for MEJILLÓN, mussel

melaminizar
MELAMINIZAR Coat with Melamine Sheet .  It is typically used to coat kitchen and bathroom furniture.  It is an organic
compound that although slightly soluble in water forms a white solid mass that is formable. 

melasma
MELASMA appearance of brown spots on the face, caused by hormonal changes or sun exposure. 

meldonio
MELDONIO substance invented in the 70s as cardiac antischemic drug.  Due initially produced in Latvia by Grindeks.  It
is a banned substance in sport. 

melinex
MELINEX trade name with which the POLYETHYLENE TEREFTALATE is known in the United States and England . 



mellindroso
MELLINDROSO See MELINDROSO With great affectation in attitudes, breathing and diction .

melón de árbol
TREE MELON solanum muricatum is a sweet fruit of thin and light yellowish skin with violet strokes, fleshy with a
semi-hollow center with raised seeds, normally known as cucumber or sweet cucumber to distinguish it from the
vegetable. 

memerizar
MIMERIZAR of the Greek mimema , something that is imitated .  Hence the word mimicry, mimicry and the like.  1 .  :
Action or conduct of transmitting by imitation from person to person or from generation to generation.  2 .  Post and
disseminate an image, video or text, usually distorted for cartoonish purposes, mainly through the internet. 

memorabilia
MEMORABILIA collection of objects that are connected with a person, a group or an event in which one has special
interest. 

memoria encriptada
ENCRYPTED MEMORY software encapsulated in a ROM in coded form so that it is not violated by cybercriminals. 

menbresía
MEMBERSHIP (and no mention, there is no nb in Spanish), incorporation or continuation fee of an entity in which you
are or want to be a member.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be membership quota, onboarding fee

mencía
MENO IN Spain: it is a black grape variety that is grown in the northwest of the Iberian peninsula from the time of the
Romans. 

menguadas
MENGUADAS f .  and plural menGUADO reduced, dwarfed, slowed

menistros
MENISTROS spelling error by ministers , pl .  of MINISTER, person responsible for directing and administering a public
or religious ministry

mensajearse
MESSAGE send each other messages; communicate through networks

mensi
MENSI sauce made from black soy beans pasta fermented for several months. They contain sugar, salt, water sesame
oil, rice wine, peanut oil and spicy spices if desired. 

menta de jardín
GARDEN MINT Mentha piperina Mentha spicata and other species, aromatic plant of great fragrance, used as



ornamental and in gastronomy and as an infusion.   It can exceed one meter in height.  Its leaves are more or less dark
green, depending on the species, and with a lot of brightness.  Of small flowers with nuances between the colors white
and purple.   Fruit in capsule form with up to four seeds.  In the garden and in pot should be pruned so that it does not
expand too much to the sides and upwards.  Care must also be taken that it does not affect the rest of the nearby plants.
 The flowers should be cut so that they do not consume the nutrients, which in which case go towards the leaves.  A
clayey substrate and daily watering is also appropriate

mentalle
MENTALLER (and not MENTALLE) is a term of American urban culture that means "more mental than before".  Mental
is, as in Spanish, belonging or related to the mind.  MENTALLER could be translated as MENTALERO (
non-MENTALIST, which has another meaning).  2 .  Person with mental retardation.

mentefacto
MENTEFACTO of Latin mens mind and factus made with mind, as opposed to artifact, made with art

mentepollo
MENTEPOLLO tell yourself about a person who has fragile, forgetful memory. 

mentira emotiva
EMOTIVE LIE is a falsehood that has a character or intent to touch the fibers of another(s).  For example, the employee
who warns that he must go south to bury his parents who died in an accident, only to get a juicy collection of hundreds
of co-workers, and spend a week at the beach in luxury. 

mentoring
MENTORING English word which means tutoring, guiding, advising

mercado en línea
ONLINE MARKETPLACE eCOMMERCE E-commerce

mercado express
EXPRESS MARKET .  Grocery store and other goods whose existence is based on the most common and most
demanding items.  Fast Care Supermarket

mercado globalizado
GLOBALIZED MARKET expression that represents world trade, deeply interrelated. 

mercado informal
INFORMAL MARKET Unofficial financial sector where foreign exchange transactions are carried out

mercado único
SINGLE MARKET that has a single buyer of all production.  Monopoly of acquisition (of inputs and raw materials). 

mercaurante
MERCAURANTE Market Contraction AND RESTAURANT Supermarkets have started since 2019 a new large-scale



competition field: the sale of ready-to-serve food.  born the term consulted.

mercaurantes
MERCAURANTE plural MERCAURANTES Ver MERCAURANTE Contraction of Mercado y Restaurante

merecer una leccion
DESERVE A LESSON to be worthy of exemplary punishment

merecible
DESERVING that you deserve

mereke
MEREKE in Mexico: drunk, drunk

merkar
MERCAR (and not MERKAR ) From Latin mercali, sell .  Do marketing operations, compare, sell, barter, do trades. 
Acquire or sell something for money.

merkén
MERKN in Chile : seasoning prepared in southern Chile with goat's chili pepper (spicy) drying, smoked and pulverized. 
It looks like red powder with scales. 

mesa de trabajo
WORK TABLE figuratively, a concertation of people who are about to work on solving a specific task or disputes. 

mesalidad
MONTHLY MESALITY

mesenterios
MESENTERIOS plural of MESENTERIO tissue that joins the stomach wall with the yeyuno and ileon to keep them in
position. 

mesetear
MESETEAR 1 .  Surgical procedure of pairing or flattening a bone.  2 .  In statistics make a variable take on an
approximately constant value over time, graphically simulating a plateau when t is the abcisa. 

mesocolon
MESOCOLON membrane that attaches the colon to the back of the abdomen.  Contains vessels and nerves that go to
the colon

mesoecosistemas
MESOECOSISTEMAS intermediate ecological systems



mesomamífera
MESOMAMIFERA see MESOMAMMIFEROUS

mesomamífero
Medium-sized mammal MESOMAMFER .  Macromamíferos are the large ones.  The term micromamífero is used in
scientific publications but has no taxonomic value. 

mesomorfo
MESOMORFO of Latin medium meso, medium and morph form, One of the three fundamental biotypes.  They are
people with a strong, athletic, broad-shouldered body who very easily gain muscle but not fat.  Women of this biotype
have an hourglass shape, very pregnant, while men are V-shaped.  His torso is solid. The biotype is important when
choosing which exercises are best suited to maintain good physical health.  Not confusing a biotype with a biotope

mesostigmata
MESOSTIGMATA They are mit insects whose most lives free and making foresis ( symbiosis ) with bees.  The bees
have a space called a carignan where they host mites to transport them.  Many are predators and not parasites.

mesón b
MESON B in particle physics a meson is a boson responds to strong interaction, one of the four fundamental forces of
the universe, or what is the same, an E]hadron with full spin or full spin.  The mesons have an even number of quarks
and antiquarks

messidependencia
MESSIDEPENDENCIA condition of some football teams, including the Argentine national team, to depend their results
on the way Lionel Messi performs ( ba) on the field of play. 

mesura s
MESURA control , moderation .  Act discreetly, without exaggerating.

metabuscador
METABUSCADOR search engine on a computer system associated with an operating system or other type of
computational resource to support the search or deployment of the results. 

metacompetencia
METACOMPETENCE beyond competition, deeper than the competition itself. 

metaficción
METAFICTION that goes beyond fiction.  This could be called absolutely crazy ideas, impossible in reality.

metalmecánica
METALMECHANICS industry working with metals, either non-mining raw materials, or production of processed products

metalmecánico
METALMECICAL , A relating to metallurgical and mechanical industry, i.e. the metals production industry, such as



foundries, and producers of finished goods, such as mastering. 

metaluso
METALUSO of Greek meta prefix meaning beyond , after and luso, Lusitano, Portuguese.

metamaternidad
METAMATERNITY about the deep apects of motherhood or about the physiological and psychological changes caused
by pregnancy and the birth of a child. 

metanefridial
METANEFRIDIAL relative or belonging to the METANEFRIDIOS, excretory system of the NEMATODES, which is a little
more evolved than the PROTONEFRIDIO. 

metaplasmos
METAPLASMOS Synonymous with transformation figures, belonging to the group of diction figures.  See
METAPLASMO

metapneumovirus
METANEUMOVIRUS PNEUMOVIRUS is an RNA virus of the order of mononegavirals.  The genome is single-category
negative RNA and is therefore classified in group V of the Baltimore classification.  Affects airways.  It is associated with
three important animal diseases: avian pneumovirus that causes infectious rhinotracheitis in turkeys, bovine respiratory
syncytial virus and rat pneumonia pneumovirus.  Human metapneumovirus is similar to sincitial pneumovirus, but it is a
different virus. 

metarreferencia
META-REFERENCE of the gruego 'meta' beyond, near, after and 'reference' in the commercial field: report on the
probity, solvency or other qualities of third party that gives one person to another.  Or.  m .  in pl .  News or information
about someone or something a meta-reference is, well, additional information or out of the ordinary, for example, is the
son of the minister, was imprisoned as a teenager. 

meter cabra
METER CABRA cheat, bluff

meter mal fario
METER MAL FARIO Give bad luck

metereológica
FEMALE METEOROLOGY relative or belonging to the METEOROLOGY, study of the atmosphere and climate. 

metereológico
METEREOLOGICAL relating to [E[METEREOLOGY] to climate

metfora
METFORA error by METAPHOR



metilendioximentanfetamina
METILENDIOXIMENTANFETAMINA spelling error by METHYLENDIOXIMETANFETAMINA , amphetamine popularly
known as ecstasy

metilendioximetanfetamina
METILENDIOXIMETANFETAMINA methamphetamine, empathic drug popularly known as ecstasy, drug used as
hallucinogen. 

metiose
METH OF METERS , reflexive form of the verb METER singular third person of the indefinite past .  It was introduced (in
something or between something or someone ) Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be introduced, got
in, entered

metodologismo
METODOLOGISMO science or study of the method for scientific and theoretical purposes. 

metorica
METEORIC SPELLING ERROR BY METEORIC , FEMALE , RELATING TO METEORS .  Figuratively, fast,
accelerated, very fast

metrodelegado
METRODELEGADO in Argentina : The Automotive Tranviarian Union was considered insolvent to defend the rights of
its workers and the Gremial Association of Subway and Premetro Workers, AGTSyP, was founded in 2008.  As the
members are almost the same as the UTA, its founders are known as METRODELEGADOS. 

metroflog
METROFLOG spanish-language photo blogging service, based in Buenos Aires, very popular before the appearance of
facebook.  In 2018 he tried to revitalize himself. 

mewing
MEWING Technique that consists of aligning the tooth runs and crushing the tongue completely on the upper palate to
improve the image when taking a selfie. 

mezcla de letras
MIXING OF LETTERS Phoneme entanglements, transposition of phonemes or syllables.  When he is a literary figure,
that is, intentional, it is a [E[METATESIS. When it comes to a game or entertaining, it is called LETRAS SOPA, where
rows of letters must be found vertically, horizontally or diagonally, representing a word on a raised topic.  There is also
the mixture of letters or real word soup, that is, a bowl of soup made with dough made letter of the alphabet, as could be
a noodle soup, but with letters.

mezcla homogénea
HOMOGENEOUS MIX Pair combination, balanced of components, which produces a mixture of similar composition
throughout the volume.  That the whole mass (of beings or matter) has similar density and consistency

mezclarme



MEZCLAME pronominal form of the infinitive verb MEZCLA first singular person .

mezquinos
MEZQUINO plural MEZQUINOS .  Avarao, stingy

mélange
MÉLANGE mixing galicism, combination

mi amor
MY LOVE 1 .  Expression of affection for another person, colloquially.  It can be towards the person you love or it can be
just a euphemism or way of saying. 2 .  Way of expressing affection for something : My love for literature is
immeasurable

mi amorcito
Affective forms for denomiar a dear or beloved person

mi cielo
MY SKY expression of affection with you to face one person to another. 

mi confidente
My CONFIDANT the trusted person to whom I tell my intimacies

mi maridito
MY MARIDITO Affectionate Appeal to refer to a person's husband, sometimes it could be used in derogatory form

mi osito
MY LITTLE BEAR affectionate saying with which a woman refers to her partner, usually in moments that she wants to
show affection, sometimes out of love and sometimes out of interest

mi vecino es acratófilo
MY VECINO IS ACRATOPHILIC of Acracy Doctrine that postulates the absence of any authority, rules or rules.  Often
associated with anarchy, but it is actually distinguished because the accractic presupposes lack of coersion.  Filo is a
lover of, fanatic.  Aratophilus is therefore the one who advocates unrestricted anarchy.

mi vida
MY LIFE Expression of love, colloquial way to call the couple.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be
my love, affection, dear, my puppy, my cuchi cuchi

miak
MIAK Nahuatl language word whose meaning is very, very, abundant

mibicalcetín
MINICALCETÍN sock that is not seen when wearing the shoe, moccasin or slipper Formerly it was called soquete or



zoquete 2 .  Chain of 6 stores in Santiago de Chile

micciomar
MICCIOMAR typing error by MICCIONAR

miccrobio
MICCROBIO Spelling Error by word MICROBIO .  See MICROBIO .

michifuz
MICHIFUZ cat , micifuz

michirones
MICHIRONES typical dish of the region of Murcia and southeast Spain.  These are dried berooms, ham bone, chorizo
and laurel. 

michirones
MICHIRONES typical dish of the region of Murcia and southeast Spain.  These are dried berooms, ham bone, chorizo
and laurel. 

michito
MICHITO diminutive of MICHO cat , micifuz

michoacas o michoacanos
MICHOACAS or MICHOACANOS in Mexico : plural , native to Michoacán , neighboring Mexican state of Puebla ,
Jalisco , Guanajuato and Guerrero to western Mexico . 

michucho
MICHUCHO in Galicia is affectionately called MICHO or MICHU to cats.  MACHUCHO is a mature person, then
michucho will be a mature cat, older. 

micifú
MICIF' cat

micro aportaciones
MICROAPORTATIONS plural of MICROAPORTATION, small contribution, whether in money or at work or knowledge

micro ciclo
MICRO CYCLE grammatical error by MICROCICLO , small cycle (conferences, talks, projections, concerts and others),
small and periodic set over time. 

micro fibra
MICRO FIBRA See MICROFIBRA



micro toy
MICRO TOY Smaller poodle of the poodle breed, which reaches a height of up to 28 cms.  First it was the standards
and then the other two variants appeared: the miniatures and the micro toy. 

micro-híbrida
MICRO-HYBRID prefix micro, small and hybrid, combination of two or more systems or methods that work
complementaryly

micro-híbrido
MICRO-HYBRID error by MICROHYBRID

micro-influencer
MICRO-INFLUENCER of micro, Greek prefix meaning small and INFLUENCER, anglicism to name people who having
a level of credibility on some issues, are followed on social networks, and promote brands and trends among their fans.

microaprendizaje
MICROLEARNing the process of learning through small modules, which, when linked later, create a comprehensive
knowledge of a subject or topic. 

microbioma
MICROBIOMA group of fauna of microorganisms that inhabits nornally within a multicellular being. 

microblog
MICROBLOG 1 .  Blog or social network in which users publish texts of small length that can be accompanied by
multimedia elements 2 .  Text message from 120 to 280 characters that is sent through a digital platform that restricts it
to that limit. 

microblogging
MICROBLOGGING blogging of small dimensions, action of keeping a blog, multi-page website, containing a personal or
professional journal.  Blogging includes writing the blog, and having knowledge about the tools and strategies that make
the blog visible. 

microbrote
MICROBROTE on the appearance of a small infectious focus

microburbuja
MICROBUBUJA microscopic sized gaseous bubbles ranging from nanometer medium to 10 nanometers and that allow
to generate high contrast images in MRI and ultrasound based on very low frequency waves (ultrasound).  This
technique was developed to oartir of the 90s. 

microcamara
MICROCAMARA misspelling by MICROCAMARA

microcartera



MICROCARTER extravagacia of the fashion of 2021 .  Women's wallets that fit in the palm of the hand.  Practically fits a
cell phone and little else.  However there are models the size of a nail

microcámara
MICRO-CAMERA photo or video of millimeter size, commonly used for invasive medical interventions with objects to
transmit images to the outside of the patient.  They are also used in spying and stealth surveillance systems.

microcemento
MICROCEMENT coating from 2 to 3 cms.  thick that is applied on walls and floors.  It has the quality of not needing
joints and not cracking. 

microcesárea
MICROCESAEA small vertical incision in the uterine body, to avoid damaging the uterine arteries in case it spreads. 
This procedure is performed only on retained abortions or on extreme preterm infants where the segment has not yet
formed. 

microciclo
MICROCYCLE 1 .  Training organization structures that are usually one-week training periods.  2 .  small cycle, usually
part of a larger cycle, of talks for example. 

microcirculación
MICROCIRCULATION Transport of nutrients through capillary vessels to tissues by hydrostatic pressure and capture of
cellular residues by osmotic pressure.  In medicine : distal movement of blood in the vascular system. 

micrococ
MICROCOC spelling error by MICROCOCO , gram positive bacteria .  Saprophytic bacteria spherically and often
possess cytoplasms between 1 and 10MDa, which give it favorable attributes to survive.  They last longer in the water
than in the air. 

microcostura
MICROCOSTURA electric sewing machine sewing, such as being micro-embroidered or making eyelets. 

microcódigo
MICROCODE layer of instructions in machine language of the highest level that serves to control the internal functioning
of the processor of a computerized computer Interrrelaciona the programming code of a programmer or user with the
operating system and internal instructions.  In the past, microcode was hosted in an unalterable way, but today it is
customizable (alterable) by the user.  The microcode is the first thing that is loaded when the computer is turned on,
allowing the motherboard to know what type of processor has been mounted on it. 

microcristal
MICROCRYSTAL sanitary sand binder for cat urine.  When it makes contact with the cat's pee it transforms into small
balls, facilitating the removal of waste with a sanitary stick.  It also absorbs the smell of urine. 

microdecision
MICRODECISION spelling error by MICRODECCISION



microdecisión
MICRODECISION determination of little time when it is done in undividual form, and that acquires consolidated
relevance in a set of them. 

microdepresión
MICRODEPRESSION feeling of defeat, failure or deep sadness of short intensity or duration

microdonación
MICRODONATION donation of minuscule character, symbolic .

microemprendedor
MICROENTREPRENEUR trainer of a microenterprise category business

microensayo
MICROENSAYO small-scale test

microestadio
MICROESTADIUM 1 .  sports stadium of very small dimensions, for less than 1000 people 2 .  The small period of time
that constitutes a stage in someone's life or something. 

microestado
MICROESTEn country of small size, which some manage to form, for example, buying a small island and issuing
stamps and coins for tourism and philatelics, and thus finance the state.

microexcavación
MICROEXCAVATION small size excavation, either deep or on surface. 

microfiltrado
MICROFILTRATION purification of a liquid by a process that passes this element through a filter that is able to block the
passage of unwanted nanoparticles. 

microfonazo
Increased microphone MICROPHONE called that is made through a microphone. 

microfonía
MICROPHONES techniques regarding the use of microphones to obtain a stereophonic or wide image of the sound
captured. 

microfragmento
MICROFRAGMENT tiny piece of something. 

microgel
MICROGEL synthetic fiber ten times thinner than a human hair and that, therefore, does not form lumps and is ideal for



filling pillows and downs.   Synthetic Nordic fillers can be microgel or polypluma.  Polypluma is silicone hollow fiber.  The
microgel is thicker and has a feather-like feel.  Both repel moisture, dust and fungi. 

microgénero
MICROGENERO an artistic, musical or literary genre that is only a very particular form of an entire great genre of the
same tenor. 

microhibrido
MICROHYBRID spelling error by MICROHYBRID

microhíbrida
MICROHYBRIDA female MICROHYBRID, car that cares about ecology and use and electricity for its mobility. 

microhíbrido
MICROHYBRID in Spain : very small vehicle, whose energy to get around is generated by both electricity and a fossil
fuel. 

micromachismo
MICROMACHISMO small sexist or sexist gestures that help perpetuate gender roles, machismo, violence against
women, hypersexualization. 

micromecenazgo
MICROMECENAZGO economic support action carried out on a small scale in technological projects. 

micromonumento
MICROMONUMENTO of the Greek micro , small .  Honorary commemorative work of much smaller than normal size. 

micromovilidad
MICROMOBILITY mode of transport that is carried out by means of very light vehicles, usually motorized, such as
electric scooters, electric skateboards, electric unicycles such as the Segway, shared bicycles and motorized bicycles
such as bicilec or pedelec

microneedling
MICRONEEDLING anglilicism by MICROCOSTURA

micropartido
MICROPARTIDO political party with minimal representation

micropatología
MICROPATOLOGY study that is part of pathological anatomy and that investigates the cellular, protein and functional
level the various diseases. 

microperla



MICROPERLA plumavit or polystyrene balls for filling pillows, pouffs or other similar uses. 

micropigmentación
MICROPIGMENTATION similar to MICROBLADING consists in the placement of basal pigments at the dermis level and
then an epidermal layer, giving impressive results.  Micropigmentation is more durable but less natural than
microblading. 

microplástico
MICROPLOUS granules and particles that spread in the water of the seas and oceans, the product of the degradation of
elements discharged into the waters by humans, which are then ingested by fish and, eventually, seriously sickening the
oceanic fauna and the human being who consumes it.

micropréstamo
MICROPRÉSTAMO loan of a small amount of money

microprograma
MICROPROGRAMA is a program with few lines of code and, fundamentally, that executes one or a few functions.  It is
what was formerly denkminated RUTINA, and that was invoked by the programs, for example the writing routine, that
wrote the text of the value in a computational check, or the date routine, which formatted the date or converted it to text. 
.  Moreover, there were sub-routines, with very elementary functions, such as formatting, arithmetic calculation, verifier
digit validation or key checker. 

micropyme
MICROPYME SMEs are small and medium-sized enterprises.  Micromemes are companies that, because of their
income level, do not yet reach the category of SMEs.

microquirurjicas
Female MICROQUIRURJICAS , plural of MICROQUIRURGICAL

microrrotura
MICRORROTURA very fine or microscopic fissure.  In geology : DIACLASA or fissure of a few millimeters. 

microsd
MICROSD microchip secure digital memory that allows you to store information from a camera, phone or tablet. 

microteatro
MICROTEATRO room of very small proportions with few armchairs. 

microtexto
MICROTEXT text is a message, written or oral.  The micro prefix gives it the attribute of short or small

microtrabajo
MICROTRABAJO actions performed by people called microworkers or invisible workers of the web, for multiple
platforms of "microtasks" 



microurbanismo
MICROURBANISM concrete actions that are developed in certain areas of the city.  They are small changes that
produce big effects.  Instead of macroscopic plans, which seek to raze an entire area and propose urban replanning, it is
about intervening in existing areas. 

microurbano
MICROURBANO on MICROURBANISM and MICROARQUITECTURE

microvinificación
MICROVINIFICATION winemaking consists of the transformation of grape juice into wine microvinification is an
industrial process carried on a very small scale.

microvoladura
MICROVOLADURA use marijuana, base paste, cocaine or other stimulant in order to improve the mood without falling
into a major trance. 

middle management
MIDDLE MANAGEMENT anglilicism meaning MEDIA MANAGEMENT .  In Spanish it is said MEDIA MANDOS at the
level between the manager and the operative. 

midi
MIDI if sizes are, refers to an intermediate between the mini and the maxi.  2 .  From French noon, referring to a moment
of time or to a French region. 

midterm
MIDTERM English word derived from mid, medium, medium and term , period .  Instance at the time of the middle of a
period, for example classes, government or a football match.

mieloma múltiple
MYeloma MULTIPLE MYeloma is a cancer in the plasma cells of the marrow that multiply and spread, thus constituting
a multiple myeloma.

mientras menos
THE LESS Adverbial locution meaning the less.  It is accompanied by a contrast : the less you spend, the more you
save.

mierco
WEDNESDAY'S WEDNESDAY'S THIRD DAY OF THE WEEK , ACCORDING TO THE GREGORIAN CALENDAR . 

mierda de caballo
HORSE MIERDA Figuratively, it is the horse that in a race comes tenth when nine run : then those who bet on it,
exclaim It's a piece of horse shit! .  Literally, bosta.  Fecas left by the horse when the intestines are evacuated.

mierda!



Shit!  Exclaiming of displeasure when a cut is suffered, a finger is hit or squeezed, a current blow is received or some
minor lercance or accident is suffered.  2 .  I wish you luck that you give the artists and performers before you go on
stage.  Its origin dates back to the time when the public attended the theatre and opera in horseback riding cars.  A lot of
bostas in front of the theater were synonymous with success given the large influx of audiences that this meant. 

miércoles negro
BLACK WEDNESDAY 16 September 1992, the date on which England was forced to withdraw from the monetary
system of the European Community because it had not been able to maintain the minimum exchange values agreed. 

miga de llanto
MIGA DE LLANTO crumb is an apheresis and friend, then means friend to shed tears together. 

mijarra
MIJARRA in Panama: apero with which it is hooked to the traction animals 2.  Situation of misfortune or misadventure

mild-hybrid
MILD-HYBRID anglicism by lightly or gently hybrid, combining two different systems into one

mildronate
MILDRONATE drug initially manufactured by Grindeks of Latvia and several generic manufacturers .  It is sold mostly in
Eastern Europe and is a cardiac antischemistry.  Its use by athletes is prohibited because it increases endurance and
resilience

mildronats
MILDRONATS see MILDRONATE

milennial
MILLENNIAL person born between 1981 and 1993 , who is between generation X ( 1969-1980 ) and generation z (
1994-2010 ) 

millefeuille
MILLEFEUILLE from French, verbatim millet, very thin dough accumulated in layers, which is atrkbued to French pastry,
even if there is no certainty of this. 

millonsito
MILLONSITO spelling error by MILLION's diminutive MILLONCITO

milmillonaria
MILMILLONARIO , To the said of a person: that it owns at least one billion of any legal currency Said of an institution or
action : very rich or powerful

milmillonario
MILMILLONARIO who has a fortune of more than a billion dollars



milnovias
MILNOVIAS actually MIL NOVIAS or I HAVE A THOUSAND GIRLFRIENDS, song by Roberto Flores 2.  Song by
Enrique Rodríguez or Enrique Cadícamo

milpesito
MILPESITO One of the common names of the palm Bacabé, real palm, bacaba , inajui, seje .

milpesos
MILPESOS palm family plant.  Jessenia bataua called MAJO in Bolivia.  Traditionally the indigenous have harvested
their fruits to make refreshing drinks and sometimes to produce oil against cough and bronchitis.  The bud is edible and
is used to produce arepas of corobas and the leaf is used to make CHURUATAS or collective tapered roof huts. 

milu
MILU, no MILU, is a but Cokier Spanier male created by French cartoonist Hervé in 1928, when he was 18, in honor of
his girlfriend's nickname Milou.  The character starred in the famous adventures of Tintin and Milou cartoon for many
years.

mina veta
MINA VETA Prefix of the name of several mines Such as Veta Dorada mine, Vetagrande de Zacatecas mine, Veta
Colorada 2 mine.  a mining vein is a strand or elongated stratum of a mineral embedded or inserted into the rock, and
differs from the rock itself by its different chemical constitution and color.

mind blowing
MIND BLOWING anglilicism by ALUCINANT, textually that explodes the brain

mindfulness
MINDFULLNESS anglilicism of MINDFUL consciousness and the suffix -NESS , quality of , state; state of mindfulness

mineostrologia
THERE IS NOTHING LIKE THIS.  It's SPAM.   It can be 1 .  concerning OSTEOLOGY 2 .  on ASTROLOGY 3 . 
concerning the study of oyster farming, OSTROLOGY, although it should be Ostralogy. 

minereología
MINERALOGY (and not minerology) Part of the natural sciences that studies minerals

mingucha
MINGUCHA 1 .  Palm of the Amazon area, in particular of Colombia.  See SEJE and SEJES 2 .  Derogatory of MINGA
derived from the Quechua MINKA, voluntary community work that is carried out in the region of Chiloé, in the south of
Chile, to move from place a house, whose owner gives a party at the end of it.  3 .  Auto Repair Garage in Goshen,
Indiana. 

mini fanfarria
MiniFABFARRIA small-time jolgorio



mini fashionista
MINIFASHIONISTA unique or haute couture clothing and accessories dedicated to children and babies. 

mini hidráulico -ca
MINI HYDRAULIC -CA see MINIHYDRAULIC

mini kayac
MINI KAYAC spelling error by MINI KAYAK, small canoe used to traverse rivers of varying degrees of difficulty, some
highly risky.  The kayak, a small canoe that is handled with a double paddle that sinks alternately on both sides
depending on the , direction you want to give it, can be for one or two people.  The mini kayak is individual and minimal
in size. 

miniaguja
MINIAGUJA 1 .  Mini circular needle for knitting 2 .  a fine needle used to place vaccines and injections on young
children and in circumstances of high puncture sensitivity. 

miniantruejo
MINIANTRUEJO ANTRUEJO is the three-day period before Ash Wednesday, the day Lent begins.  A mini-body is a
3-day part of it. 

minibag
MINIBAG anglilicism meaning MINIBOLSA .  Simple bag or purse that can sometimes take the form of a small backpack

minibici
MINIBICI Mini Bike hoop 20 to 24, which supports up to 100 kg.  There are pedalboards and static.  In general, they
imitate old models and are for a walk.  There are BMX versions with engine that supply the low speed by the fact of
having small rings, being able to exceed 69 kms per hour.  . 

minibot
MINIBOT mini shrinkage, small and ROBOT, automatic or automated machine.  Program that does a specific function
such as traversing a large database and making changes according to an algorithm. 

minicalcetin
MINICALCETIN spelling error by MINICALCETÍN

minicalcetín
MINICALCOTE sock that covers the foot, without exceeding the ankle and which usually remains invisible to the eye. 

minicatarsis
MINICATARSIS small process of purification of people or things affected by impurities.  2 .  Effect of spiritual cleansing
when you see a tragedy in the theater

minicentral
MINICENTRAL telephone center of a small number of input and output lines. 



minicoleccion
MINICOLLECTION set of related objects in a small but extensive amount in their representation

minicolección
MINICOLLECTION SELECTION of following elements that make up a collection.

minicooperativa
MINICOOPERATIVA of mini, small cooperative, trade association that intends to trade jointly produce products to obtain
greater profitability. 

minicopa
MINICOPA 1 .  Small Deoortive Tournament 2 .  PL Cup equeño size

minicopia
MINICOPIA copy at reduced scale

minicrisis
MINICRISIS critical pathological state of short duration . 

minicumbre
MINICUMBRE A summit is a Convention in which the most important meet.  The G16 are the group of the 16 largest
economies on the planet.  When they are partially met we could call it a mini-summit.  It happens occasionally with the
G8, and we could say that if China and the United States meet to discuss their respective trade balances and tariffs on
trade we could talk about a G2 mini-summit. 

minidecisión
MINIDECISION action to make a choice on a topic of little relevance

minidepre
MINIDEPRE prefix mini- small, tiny, mild; mild and temporary depression

miniestadio
MINIESTADIO Open sports venue of small proportions. 

minigira
MINIGIRA small-scale tour, perhaps for 3 or 4 places only. 

minihidráulica
MINIHYDRAULIC Inconsistency, it appears, between the mini prefix, small and the hydraulic adjective, relative to water
or other liquid It is equivalent to being semi-pregnant : either you are or you are not.  A pressure is hydraulic or not, but it
can't be a little hydraulic and a little mechanical or solar or whatever. 

minihidráulico



MINIHYDRAULIC

miniliving
MINILIVING small meeting place in apartment or house-room

minimarket
MINIMARKET small business selling commodities that can be found at the supermarket. 

minine
MININE in Spain river in Paradimán de San Juan, Ávila.  2 trademark of guest house, children's clothing and other
materials.   3 deformation of Minnie, Disney character, mickey mouse partner. 

miniproteina
A drug that enters cells easily because it has a low molecular weight, so that, by definition, it is not a polymer, which is
heavy by forming chains of molecules.   . Once inside the cells it affects other molecules, such as proteins, and it is
possible that it acts as an anticancer agent, by destroying malignant cells. 

miniproteína
MINIPROTEIN proteins used in scientific research to produce oncological, antibacterial, antivirus and other drugs. 
Research on cell insertion to inhibit or destroy cancer cells or inhibit SARS-cov-2 is highlighted.  2 .  Peptides used to
improve figure, tone muscles, increase muscle/body fat ratio, feed animals.  This activity is also related to another
meaning of the term, in the sense of small protein pills that are marketed as miniproteins for their high concentration and
minimum volume, and can be ingested during a race, cycling weightlifting or other strenuous activity. 

miniproyector
MINIPROYECTOR tiny size image projector, about 20 cms.  Long they can be LED, full HD, luminous quarterhood of
120 lumens, portable and low weight, up to soll 240 grs.  . 

minirrueda de prensa
MINIRRUEDA PRESS conference that is given to the media and that is of small turnout.

minisándwich
Mini MINISADWICH , small sandwich that is customary to serve in cocktails.  Canapé covered. 

minivestido
MINIVESTED dress that reaches higher than the knee, and sometimes, much less. 

miniyó
MINIYÓ translation from English MINI-ME character played by dwarf Verne Troyer in two of Austin Powers' films, Austin
Powers : the spy who seduced me , and Austin Powers in Goldmember

minoritarios
NINORITARIOS pl .  of MINORITY, which are minority, a small group or quantity (with respect to the total) 



minorización
MINORIZATION slowing down, reducing, minimizing

miñaxoia
Miñaxoia Literally my jewel, in Galician.  It is said of the naive and innocent person, who becomes a little silly. 

miositis postesfuerzo
MYOSITIS POSTEXERZO inflammation of the muscles that allow to move the body, ie skeletal or voluntary muscles.  In
general, it occurs by injury, infection or autoimmune disease.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be
polymyositis, dermatomyositis

miótica
MYTIC , A relative or belonging to MIOSIS , contraction of the pupil. 

mirar con buenos ojos
LOOK WITH GOOD EYES Expression denoting acceptance (of something or a situation)

mirar para otro lado
LOOK OTHER SIDE Expression that means to be foolish, ignore what is happening, be permissive.  Do not confuse
with LOOK FOR THE SIDE expression that denotes incorrect social behavior on the part of a member of a couple : The
one who at home is not well taken care of, then begins to look for the side.  ( J .  Plaut )

mirlo charrúa
MIRLO CHARRÚA black plumage bird .  It is found in Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Uruguay, Paraguay, and a small part of
southeastern Peru.  It is called CHOPI BLACKBIRD . 

mirobálano o avellana de la india
MIRO-LANO OR AVELLANA OF INDIA error by MICRO-LANO or hazelnut from India

mirotrafico
MIROTRAFICO Spelling Error by MICROTRFICO .  See MICROTR-HAND .

mirrimucia
MIRRIMUCIA see MARRAMUCIA in Venezuela trickery, trap, trickery, deception

miscuosidad
MISCUOSITY quality of misquesus, which can be mixed.  Ability to mix.  The SAR only recognizes PROMISCUITY,
such as the ability to sexually relate to multiple partners. 

mishasho coatí de cola anillada
MISHASHO or YELLOWTAIL COATI nasua nasua, error by MISHASHO, a species of carnivorous mammal of the family
of procyonids that inhabits predominantly in the South American jungles and the southern part of Central America. 



mishná
MISHN in Hebrew, study, repetition; writing in the 3rd century of the Jewish rabbinical commandments and laws that
made up the oral tradition and whose 6 books became the first part of the Talmud, 

misi
MISI probable error by MISII platform of the SII or Internal Revenue Service of Chile. 

misii
MISII in Chile: contraction of My Internal Revenue Service, digital platform for tax self-care. 

misilística
MISSILE SCIENCE MISSILE SCIENCE 2

misilístico
MISSILE-related missiles

miski
MISKI misspelling by MISKY restaurant in Peru and Peruvian food restaurant in Chile, the Misky Micui and other
Japanese food, the Misky sushi

mit
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the world's highest-level engineering institution of higher education. 

miti mota
MITI MOTA halfway

mitinesco
MITINESCO relating to the mitin or typical of a mutiny.  2 .  Style of a cycling or athletic sports competition. 

miting
MITING Meating Anglicism, meeting

miwok
MIWOK tribe originating from the California region, from the uti linguistic group

mixología
MIXOLOGY of Greek mixo, mucus and logy, treated, study, science; then mixology is the study of secretions. 

mixtape
MIXTAPE literally mixing tape, in English.  In the 60s cassettes were made with payment of copyright on a theme, a
singer, a type of music, etc.  and were sold in the bencineras and bazaars.  For Christmas they were taken out with
good sales result.  When the technology was changing they were released in other media such as CDs and DVDs and
videos.  Despite the change they are still called mixtapes.  Many times they are released by the same author or



musician and in this case it differs from an album in that it contains collaborations and freestyles.

mixtura verborum
MIXTURA VERBORUM 'LITERARY SETTING of the group of DICTION FIGURES , subgroup POSITION FIGURES .  It
consists of transposing words to alter the order of the sentence or to achieve a rhyme. Its use in Latin was clarified by
the declinations, which in Spanish is not feasible because the category does not exist, thus making it very difficult to
understand the phrase. From Luis de Góngora : From this, therefore, formidable of the landbostezo, the melancholy
empty Polifemo, horror of that mountain range, barbaric hut is, dark hostel, and spacious fold where it enclosesasas the
rough peaks, goat, of the mountains hides : copy bellaque a whistle and a sel rock. Source: https : //www . rhetorical.
com/2011/10/examples-of-synchisis . Html

mjorboso
MJORBOSO typo by MORBOSO that has morbid, which produces insane mental reactions, such as the dwseo of
seeing another suffer.

mobbing
MOBBING anglicism which means harassing, harassing, cornering in a group; systematically humiliating or hostile
treatment of a worker in such a way that he feels uncomfortable, causing psychological, behavioural or occupational
disorders. 

mochila austriaca
AUSTRIAN BACKPACK error by AUSTRIAN BACKPACK, in Spain: macroprudential mechanism of forced savings for
companies, which are providing funds for the moment they terminate the employment contract of an employee.  It has
the advantage of insuring compensation even though the company is decapitalized. 

mochos
MOCHOS plural de MOCHO

mocla
MOCLA In Mexico: backpack syncopation

moclas
MOCLAS plural de MOCLA

moda ecológica
ECOLOGICAL FASHION philosophy of responsible consumption of clothing.  See SLOW FASHION or sustainable
fashion.  It is about avoiding buying new ones without having reasonably used the previous ones. 

moda rápida
FAST FASHION See FAST FASHION .  Living fashion Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be fast
fashion

moderados
MODERATE PL . of MODERATE, conservative, balanced, which does not go to extremes and is slow in changes and
modernizations. 



moderantismo
MODERANTISMO in Spain : particular Spanish vision of the liberalism of the S . XIX representing the political and
economic interests of the previous aristocracy and the upper bourgeoisie, which now become a unified part of the new
oligarchic caste

moderantismo
MODERANTISMO in Spain : particular Spanish vision of the liberalism of the S . XIX representing the political and
economic interests of the previous aristocracy and the upper bourgeoisie, which now become a unified part of the new
oligarchic caste

moderantista
MODERANTISTA partisan or belonging to moderantism/E]

moderneo
MODERNEO action and effect of modernizing

modificabilidad
MODIFIABLE modifiable quality, which can be changed

modificada
MODIFIED participle f .  to MODIFY

modismos
MODISMOS plural of MODISM peculiar mode of a country to refer to a concept .  Local language . 

modo oscuro
DARK MODE Expression indicating is the background of the screen of an electronic device.  Normally ex exempt white
background and dark background modes, but there can also be a celestial or green background.

modus
MODUS Latin word meaning mode, way .

moin sona
MOIN SONA in Ecuador : queen tsáchila, in tsafiqui language, which is chosen at the feast of Kasama, equivalent to the
new year of the tsáchila ethnic group. 

mojaculos o dragones de agua
MOJACULES or WATER DRAGONS Name assigned to the dragonfly because when it finishes detaching the male in
ovulation, she continues ovositando and for this he immerses the ovisitor in the water, which is a little nas up to the
anus.

mojar en todas las salsa
MOJAR IN ALL SALSAS be promiscuous



mojar la pólvora
WET THE GUNPOWDER do not stop the penis

mojo jojo
MOJO JOJO supervillain from Cartoon Network's The Powerpuff Girls series.  He is the main archenemy of Professor
Utonio and The Supergirls or The Superpowered Girls. 

mojojo
MOJOJO MOJO JOJO

moldaje
MOLDING formwork to make slabs, pillars and beams of a construction so that they serve as containers of concrete
(and eventually iron) while setting, which, without accelerants, takes 28 days. 

moldura conica lisa
SMOOTH CONICAL MOLDING 1 .  It is a funnel-shaped sheet, cover or mold whose outer or inner surface has its face
smooth, without wrinkles, folds or deformations. 2 .  It is the protrusion of a uniform profile, which serves as an ornament
and has the shape of a smooth cone or funnel.

mole de caderas
MOLE DE CADERAS traditional dish of goat meat or sheep from the region of Tehuacán, Puebla.  On October 20, the
festival called the Ethnic Festival of the Slaughter is held in this place, where, at its end, a goat is killed with a shot in the
forehead with which the dish is prepared.  The preparation is long since it requires transhumance of goats of 6 months
so that the day of the party have a year and a half.  Among the Matanzas there is the myth that, by carrying out the
slaughter of the goats, they were creditors to the thorns and hips.  To keep them in optimal condition, these pieces were
dried in the sun with salt, which prepared the MOLE DE ESPINAZO, from which it is assumed that the mole of hips
originated and derived. 

mole de guaje
MOLE DE GUAJE see MOLE DE HUAJE

mole de huaje
MOLE DE HUAJE In Mexico : HUAXMOLI , dish of the most traditional of Mexican cuisine, especially from the state of
Morelos .  The preparation is simple: The tomato and raw chilies are ground, salt is added and fried.  The meat is added
with its broth, previously cooked.  It is allowed to boil until it seasons and is added, five minutes before removing from
the heat, the seeds of the guajes, ground and dissolved in a little of the same broth.  One or two branches of cilantro are
put on it.  Ready and to be served. 

mole oaxaqueño
MOLE OAXAQUEÑO set of moles from Oaxaca, Mexican state.  Mole is a sauce based on chili peppers and various
spices, which are mixed with a corn base and spread over meat or vegetable dishes

molestarse
Bother, DISTURB verb reflexive form.  Uncomfortable



molestias
DISCOMFORT pl .  Ailments, inconveniences, problems, inconveniences

molineo
MOLINEO term used in regaeton songs such as TETEO, wiggling and use of tits, FUMETEO, marijuana or cigarette
use, MOLINEO, buttock rotation or ass. 

molinetes
PLURAL MOLINETES OF MOLINETE 1 .  It's a softener.  2 . Blade, fan, 3.  turn, turn, hit

molo de abrigo
MOLO DE ABRIGO Molecon , site where the boats come to dock and, eventually, to weather a storm. 

molto vivace
MOLTO VIVACE in Music : Italianism for very vivacious;  is the speed (tempo) with which a score must be performed. 
The tempo table is expressed in number of black notes per minute , and is as follows :
40-43Grave44-47Largo48-51Larghetto52-54Adagio55-65Andante66-69Andantino70-95Moderato96-112Allegretto113-1
20Allegro121-140Vivace141-175Presto176-208PrestissimoThere are other tempos : Accelerando gradual increase of
the speedRitardando oRallentando Gradual decrease of the speedAd líbitumA will of the interpreterA tempo oTempo
primoVolver to the initial speed

momento álgido
PEAK MOMENT moment more transcendent, more important, emotional or exciting

momentum
MOMENTUM in physics : amount of movement, linear moment or moment is the product of mass by speed in a given
instant.  In static moment (static) is the vector equal to arm x force at the end

momoto yeruvá oriental
MOMOTO YERUVÁ ORIENTAL see YERUVÁ

mompa
MOMPA Contraction of my company.  In Colombia, friend, partner or partner

mompirri
MOMPIRRI in Colombia: colloquially, friend, mompa, contraction of mon partner or mon parce, in turn of the Portuguese
parceiro, companion. 

monatales
MONATAL 1 .  Relative to smooth monkey 2.  Characters from the video game War of Warcraft (Night Elf, Death Knight)

mondao
MONDAO in Colombia and Mexico: vulgarism by MONDADO, being peeled, that is, without one, without money, poor. 



In Mexico, a person who treats his wife or family poorly.

mondir
MONDIR spelling error by MONDAR , remove the shell, skin, sheath or skin from a vegetable or vegetable. 

moneda digital
DIGITAL CURRENCY that is traded on the Internet and with which interactive trading transactions can be made.  The
currency does not belong to any central bank or any nation. 

moneda virtual
VIRTUAL CURRENCY currency that is not issued by any central bank, but is traded and traded with it on social
networks. 

mongolito
MONGOLITO spanish formally, diminutive for a child with Down syndrome. Nowadays this word is VERY unpopular and
objected as an insulting term. Allegory of the  nutty eyes of the mogol race. Retarded. Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be tonto, imbécil, idiot, idiot, dumb, retarded

monguear
MONGUEAR .  Do stupid things, act like a mentally weak.

monigerar
MONIGERAR Phonetic Deformation by MORIGERAR .  Temper and moderate excesses in both feelings and actions. 
MODIGERAR is another phonetic deformation of dying. 

monitores
MONITORS pluralde MONITOR

mono barrigudo
BELLIED MONKEY Lagothrix poeppigii .  It is from dry land and floodplain areas of the eastern Amazon and in the
center and south.  They have suffered the destruction of their habitat. 

mono choro
MONO CHORO It is a monkey typical of the Region of the Peruvian Andes of which only about 220 free specimens
have been free and is in serious danger of extinction.  It has been listed as such for the second time in 2006.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be yellow-tailed monkey choro

mono choyo
MONO CHOYO lagothrix lagotricha species of platyrrine lrimate belonging to the family, of the Atelidae

mono cultivos
MONO CROPS grammatical error by MONOCULTURE plantation and exploitation of the soil by sowing and cultivation
of a single agricultural product. 



mono exportado
EXPORTED MONO See MONOEXPORTER

monoambiente
MONOAMBIENT Said of a property or apartment : that has a single environment, where the living room and dining room
is integrated, and in some situations even has an American kitchen integrated to the same that can not be differentiated.
 Room or premises where parts of it cannot be divided by having different characteristics and functions.   .

monoblockera
MONOBLOCKERO women's MONOBLOCKERA

monoblockero
MONOBLOCKERO dweller of a monoblock, building of enormous proportions and poor quality in a slum of a big city. 

monocatenario
SINGLE-CATEGORY .  of Latin monkey, one, unique, solo and catenary, string.  The catenary is the curve that forms a
chain or rope when hung from its ends at the same height, as happens between the cable laying poles.  It is used to
differentiate viruses that have a traditional DNA with the double helix of nucleotides, called bicatenary, from those that
have only one chain, as is the case in RNA, and in which case they are defined, according to the Baltimore standard, as
single-stranded

monocausal
MONOCAUSAL the Greek prefix MONO- means one , unique; caused by a single cause or reason. 

monocloroacético
( ACID )  MONOLOROACTIC Organic compound of Formula ClCH2CO2H, which contains a single chlorine molecule,
two CH radicals a hydroxyl radical and an oxygen bond Used for plantar warts.  It's toxic when inhaled. It has the
appearance of sand.

monocomando
INTEGRATED SINGLE-STOP-TAP THAT ALLOWS YOU TO CONTROL THE FLOW AND VOLUMES OF HOT AND
COLD WATER SIMULTANEOUSLY

monocordia
MONOCORDIA greek monkeys, unique and cordon, rope;  spelling error by MONOCORDIO single-string musical
instrument.  Process of repeating the same note. 

monocromado
MONOCHROME error by MONOCHROME or MONOCHROMATIC, single color tones.  Strictly speaking, monochrome
means that a chrome bath has been given to a metal part to prevent its oxidation.  Sometimes they are given a second
bath, and we could talk about bichrome. 

monoculturalista
MONOCULTURALIST Person or entity that promotes a homogeneous and unique culture for a country or population.



monodisco
MONIDISCO type of clutch, circular cleaners, cleaning machines and others based on a single disc of rotation and
change of speed. 

monoeje
MONOEJE vehicle consisting of a single wheel axle

monofago
MONOFAGO (and not MONOFAGO) of Latin Mono, one, unique, FAGOS eat, swallow .  Being alive that feeds on a
single type of food

monomarental
MONOMARENTAL Said of a family : it is only made up of a mother and her children.  It consists of a specification of the
term MONOPARENTAL, in which the family is made up of any parent, and their children. 

monoproductora
MONOPRODUCTOR Country, corporation, company or organization that produces a single type of product for sale

monotoca
MONOTOCA plant of the family of ericaceae, whose typical plant is rhododendron, subfamily epacridoideas, with flared
and mated flowers, similar to Chilean copihue.  There are 21 species of monotocas.  They are woody rims, which grow
on poor or acidic soils. 

monotributo
MONOTRIBUTO in Argentina : Simplified tax payment regime to which small taxpayers are eligible.  It has the special
characteristic that one party is going to taxation and another to a retirement fund.  In Chile it is called presumed income,
but it does not have the planned savings component, so achieving the quote of small entrepreneurs and independent to
the system has been a failure. 

montealban
MONTEALBAN spelling error by MONTE ALBÁN

montesito
MONTESITO spelling error by MONTECITO, diminutive of MONTE, small hill, elevation of land, less than one mountain.
 2 .  With c , Village on the hill site of the same name, in Santa Barbara, California, less than 2500 inhabitants. 

monumento neolítico
NEOLITHIC MONUMENT Architectural or sculptural element erected by prehistoric tribes that lived before the metal era,
between the Mesolithic and Paleolithic period, around 6000 and 3000 BC. C.  , in which agriculture began and
megalithic monuments were built.

moodboard
MOODBOARD anglicism which means mood board, by inspiration board.  It is a collage, usually on a specific topic, in
which images, text, textures and typographies are combined in order to transmit complex concepts or bring together
various ideas



moradita
BLACK FOR FEMALE, diminutive of MORADO A 1 .  Violet.  2 .  Plant of the same color, Echium plantagineum, annual
herb that has a purple flower and that occurs in large expanses that are in full sun, although it supports a moderate
shade.  It measures up to 79 cms.  high.  3 .  Peruvian drink that Coca-Cola, represented in PERU by Inca-Kcia, in 2014
tried to convert from homemade drink into a soda called LA MORADITA (for its purple color), with a crushing failure.  In
half a year Inca Kola threw in the towel.  In Chile also failed two campaigns with fizzy drinks, one of equally purple color,
supposedly cherry, but of a disgusting taste, and another green, which also disappeared without sorrow or glory.

morados
MORADOS plural de MORADO

morajú
MORAJÚ Molothrus bonariensis, is the Argentine name of the blackbird or thle.  Passerine bird of the family of the
jaichthyrids that inhabits America, spreading throughout almost all of South America, except in the dense jungles, in the
mountains, in Trinidad and Tobago, places that it still fails to colonize.  It is very popular in Chile in the mid-nineteenth
century apparently, coming from the central area of Argentina.  It has been colonizing many Caribbean islands, reaching
the United States where it is usually found in south Florida.  The populations that inhabit more southern and northern
areas are partially migratory.  Because of its black color it is also called a black eddy erd. 

moranco
MORANCO in Spain:spanish for Moro, arab, mainly from Marruecos

moretón equimosis
MORETON EQUIMOSIS , spelling error as both terms are synonymous;  EQUIMOSIS , subcutaneous stain by sufusion,
inhibition in the organic tissues of extravased liquids, in particular blood. 

morlacos
MORLACOS plural of MORLACO In Chile : money notes .  Asease in the plural


